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ABSTRACT

The formulae for spin and angular correlations in hyperon

B-decay are brought into forms which can give specific informa-

tion about the character of possible deviations from the

universal SU(3) scheme. The usefulness  of the proposed combina-
.

,

tions is discussed qualitatively.
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A concise description of semileptonic weak interactions

has been given on the basis of the following assumptions.
1,2)

1.  the weak vector current and the electromagnetic current

consist of the appropriate components of a common octet current

of SU(3), 2.  the axial-vector current is the same component

of another octet current, and 3. there is a universal suppres-

sion factor for strangeness-changing transitions. In particular,

the measured rates and the lepton-neutrino angular correlations

of AS=1 transitions appear to fit rather well into such a frame-

work. However, more recently, very preliminary data on spin

correlations  for  A+p  +e- +5 decays have become available, 3,4)

which can give a new and sensitive test of the assumptions 1-3.

It is the purpose of this note to explore the possible implica-

tions of these measurements in a qualitative way. Specifically,

we suggest a sum rule for the correlation coefficients which

can give specific information.

We write the semileptonic interactions in the form

G Jait
+h.c. (1)

42

where  J  =  V +   A, and 2 is the familiar lepton current. The

form factors appearing in the matrix element

M = <p  V  + A   A> ie Ya(1+Y5)ve (2)
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are defined by*

< P| Val A> =up(Ya fl+GaBqBf2/m )u4 A

(3)

<  P   Aoil   A>  =Gp(Yaysg:L+Ga84BY5 92/inA) u..6  ,

where q= AJP=Pe+P v ' Terms involving   q a  and   q aY5   have   been

omitted because their contribution to M is proportional to the

electron mass. If time reversal invariance is assumed, the form

factors f(92) and g(q2) become real analytic functions, with 92

being second class.

The transition rate is given by

G2   P  (pemax -pe) 2 m i.-   2
dw = A A

-_p I vi do do dPe' (4)e v
(21)5 [1+Pe(e.v -1)13 m4

m
4

2
and we can write IM1 in the general form

6 - A - -    A

E{l+a(e·v) +A a·e+B a·v+D c ·exv
..a .P.A #A

/\    - - 0    -    A

+ A' a· e(e·v) + B' a·.v(e·V) (5)
4-41 -4

A    -       -    A

+ Dia . (e x v )(e·v)    },-#

*
We use the notation p = (p,ip ), etc., with hermitian

**

y -matrices.
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A -

where e andv are unit vectors in the directions p  and p6-e - V

and a .is the polarization vector of the hyperon. The coeffi-
.#*A

A    -

cients are functions of Pe and (cos 0)2, cos e E (e.v), and they

can be expressed as bilinear forms of the functions fi and gi.
5)

The primed terms in Eq. (5) are absent in the allowed approxi-

mation.

In view of limited experimental information which is now

becoming available, we are mainly interested in correlations

integrated over Pe and averaged over the appropriate angle.

We evaluate these quantities as expansions in Am/m=(m -m )/m
A P A

., 0.16, and we reproduce in the following only terms of

zeroth and first order; an exception is made for some special

second order contributions to be mentioned later.

In terms of the coefficients appearing in Eq. (5),the ac-

tually measured quantities presently available are the following:
A    A

the  e. v correlation

a  = (a-  A )(1- 21 a)-1, (6)0               2m

A

the c .e correlation
.*A

a = (A+  B,- &1Il B) (1- Mll a) -1,                          (7)2m 2m

/\

the il -\1 correlation
4

B    =     (B+    K, _    4!11   K) (1-    &12 a) -1, (8)2m 2m

and the rate, which is proportional to

< E >(1- Am a) (9)2m
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In Eqs. (6-9), the bar indicates the average over the spectrum

and also over the angle. We have, for example

* = <EA>
<E>  '

where we use the notation

P                     +1emax
2 1 -5

<F> = fdpe p (P emax -Pe)   2 fd cose  F(Pe'cos20).30 pemax   ·

0                    -1

The measured correlations determine three independent combina-

tions of the coefficients appearing in Eq. (5).  For the purpose

of  our discussion, we find it convenient to introduce the ex-

pressions

(5+  K,)-(K+  §,)=(1- Al!1(1+R))(B-a), (10)2m

(B+  A')+(A+  B')=(1+  (1-a))(B+a), (11)

and

1-a
-                                       (12)1+a
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In writing Eqs. (10) and (11), we have made use of the fact

that the coefficients A' and B' are of first order in A m/m.

We now construct a very specific combination of correlation

coefficients which is of particular interest for the inter-

pretation of experiments. We consider the ratio

(8+  A,)-(A+  8,)-(1-R)I                                                        (13)

1+a

where

<6>(1+R) I =

Am 1 {'fl'2 +  19112 + 2 Re(flf2)+ 2Re(9192)} (14)m 3

+     I - ( )  2     1(5  1 f2  12+11192  12)  ]     +    0     (  (-m)  2 )     ,
Am

and

'                                                                                  bill
<c>(1+R) = 2(|f112+19112)(1+ -iii)

+      [  C .%;)2      (If212 -1 9 2 1 2)1      +     0      ((-m) ) (15)
Am 2

As mentioned before, we have included only those second

order terms which depend solely upon f2 and 92.  We ignore the

q2-dependence of form factors as a small, second order correction.*

The combination I is constructed so as to vanish in the

allowed approximation. Hence I is zero within errors for

*
We also omit radiative corrections, which may be permissable for

our qualitative considerations.
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neutron B-decay. *  For the A-B-decay, we may use the assumptions

1.-3. of Cabibbo, which yield
7)

gl-LO.74fl' f2 = 1 up fl' 92= 0, (16)

and hence

I- 0.10.

Besides being first forbidden, the combination I has the impor-

tant property that it does not contain any interference term

between fl and gl·

For our later discussions, we also need the other independent

combinations of correlation coefficients: Let us take the ex-

pressions (12-13) and

(8+   ,)+( +  8,)H =                                             (17)
1+a

where
*

<Ii>(1-a) = 4 Igl 12 - 3  8 Re(9192)
Am 2 Am 2

+    I C -m)       (3 1 f2 12   +   1 3|9 2 1 2) 1    +   0    ( (-iii) ), (18)

and
*

<E>(1+R) H=4 Re(flgl)

-,     111    t·    Re  t  2 f l g l      -     g l f;      -      f 192)

+ [(Am)2 32 Re(f292)1 + 0 ((  )2). (19)

We note that, in contrast to I , the combination H is dependent

only upon interference terms, in particular the main term is

proportional to flgl.  With the Cabibbo values (16), we obtain

H t 0.86

*
For the relevant data see Ref. 6.
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In order to illustrate the possible applications of our

combinations let us take a specific example.  We suppose that the
*

correlation experiments  give a result  for E which is negative.

Then we see from Eq. (14) that  1) a simple adjustment of the

91/fl ratio, or the introduction of a time reversal invariance

violating phase between 91 and fl' would generally not lead13)

to  a negative value  for E   .    2) what would apparently be required

are rather large values of   f2   and/or   92| . In particular,

these form factors should have negative sign relative  to  fl'91
because the f22 and 922 terms in I  have very small coefficients.

*We give here some very preliminary data obtained from recent

correlation experiments. It is important to note that these are

meant onjy__es--a-n ex"ple for the purpose of illustrating the

possible usefulness of our combinations I,H, etc..For the

actual experimental results, the forthcoming publications of the

experimental groups should be consulted.

a  = -0.08 i 0.11     (Ref.8,9,10,11)
0

a = 0.18  i 0.13 (Ref. 3,10,12)

a = 0.10  k 0.10 (Ref. 4)

B = 0.73  i 0.19 (Ref. 3,10).

From. these numbers we obtain:

I   = -0.26 + 0.19

H   =  0.79 + 0.19

1-a- =  0.72 1 0.14
1+a
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From the universal SU(3) scheme, we find approximately

I   = 0.10

H   = 0.86

1-a- = 0.61
1+a
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From Eqs. (15) and (18), we see that the rate and the ev -

angular correlation are relatively insensitive to f2' and since

these quantities agree reasonably well with the Cabibbo scheme,

it may be suggestive to leave 92 small or zero and allow a

negative flf2 term in E in order to obtain a negative value
*

for this expression. However, as seen from Eq. (19), such a

choice of f2 would give a positive contribution to the combina-

tion  H    in  Eq.    ( 17) . This may lead to a value for H which is
too large in comparison with experiment.

As   far  as  I   and  H are concerned, a negative value  of  92
relative to gl and fl has effects rather similar to the corres-

ponding choice of f2 discussed above, but the 9192 term appears

in the expression  (1-a) (1+R) -1   with a relatively large coeffi-
cient, and hence a complete reevaluation of the fit for the rates

and the e v -correlation would be required.

Of interest is also the possibility of a large, time rever-

sal invariance violating second class contribution . For A-14)

B -decay, this can be realized with a form factor 92 which has
0

a phase of 90 relative to the first class terms. Except for
/\

the T-violating terms proportional to c .e   x v  in   E q.    (5)  ,4-r-

an imaginary 92 contribution can have an effect only in the order

(Am/m)2.  Although a very large  9212 term in E could give a

negative value, the corresponding contributions to H and to Eq.

*
For I -0.3, about f - -4 fl is required;  for E  = 0, we2

find    f          -0.8    f     .21
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(12) may create additional discrepancies unless sizable changes

are made in the real form factors.

At present, in view of the uncertainty of the experimental

results, we do not want to consider complete solutions of the

system of equations (14), (15), (18) and (19). Such solutions

should be looked for with relations complete up to second order
*

in Am/m, or with the exact formulae .

The example discussed above is meant to give an indication

for the possible usefulness of the combinations E and H in the

analysis of typeron B-decay experiments. In particular, these

expressions are very helpful for the analysis of possible

deviations from the SU(3) scheme described in the introduction.

They show that these hyperon  B -decay experiments provide a

most interesting independent test of the SU(3) scheme and per-

haps even of the current-current form of the semileptonic inter-

action, at least as far as strangeness-changing transitions

are concerned.

If the final analysis of the data should indicate that there

are larger deviations from the universal SU(3) scheme, then such

a result may also have implications for the understanding of the
15)common suppression factor for  AS=l transitions. Using the

SU(3) properties of the weak current, and the SU(3) x SU(3)

algebra, we have shown some time ago that this suppression can-

not be understood as a strong interaction effect. However,16)

*

Another source of information is of course the shape of the

electron spectrum.
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if there is other evidence for large symmetry breaking effects,

these assumptions may have to be reassessed.

The A-B--decay is distinguished   from the neutron B-decay

by a much larger Q-value and by the change of strangeness. It

would be most interesting to have spin-correlation experiments

for AS=o transitions with larger Q-values.
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